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Introduction: It is difficult to reliably predict abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) expansion and rupture in individuals.
There is increasing interest in the role of patient-specific biomechanical profiling of AAA development and rupture. This
review examines evidence to support the use of biomechanical profiling in AAA.
Methods: The literature was systematically reviewed to examine the evidence to support the role of patient-specific
biomechanical profiles in the management of patients with AAA. A search of Medline, Medline in process and other
nonindexed citations, and EMBASE was performed for articles published from January 1980 to December 2008. The
search strategy retrieved 2410 titles. After exclusions, 83 articles were reviewed in full and form the basis of this review.
Results: There is increasing evidence that patient-specific biomechanical factors may be more reliable in predicting AAA
rupture than currently available clinical and biochemical parameters. Wall stress determination using finite element
analysis is consistently higher in symptomatic and ruptured AAA. Recent improvements in computational methodology
and advances in imaging and processing technology have increased the power of these biomechanical factors in predicting
AAA expansion and rupture.
Conclusions: Major progress has been made in the development of biomechanical profiles for AAA. Large population-
based studies for validation of patient-specific biomechanical profiles with rupture risk assessment and tailored decision
making are now indicated, particularly with the introduction of AAA screening programs. (J Vasc Surg 2010;52:480-8.)The prevalence of abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) is
increasing, affecting 4% to 8% of men aged  60 years.1-8
Risk factors for development of AAA include age, male sex,
smoking, hypertension, and a positive family history,
whereas African Caribbean individuals and diabetic patients
are at reduced risk.6,9-11
Most AAAs remain asymptomatic until rupture occurs.
The overall mortality rate after rupture is 65% to 85%.4,12
Aortic diameter is currently considered the most significant
risk factor for aneurysm rupture. Asymptomatic patients are
considered for repair if the maximal aortic diameter is5.5
cm for men and 5 cm for women13; however, reported
rupture rates for aneurysms5.5 cm in diameter are as high
as 6% per annum.13-16 There is a need to identify patients
who are below the current threshold for elective repair but
are at risk of rapid expansion and rupture, because a pro-
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480portion of aneurysms will rupture before they reach the
current threshold for repair.14,17-19 The number of patients
with small AAAs will increase significantly with the intro-
duction of an AAA screening program.5,20-22
One possible way to identify patients who are at risk of
AAA expansion and rupture is to assess aneurysm biome-
chanics. We investigated the evidence to support this ap-
proach and outlined the biomechanical methods that have
been applied.
Rupture occurs at a region where forces per unit area of
the aortic wall (stress) exceed its strength. A number of
forces act on the AAA wall (Fig 1). Primarily, circumferen-
tial (hoop) stress is the force acting on the vessel wall as a
result of systemic blood pressure. Shear stress is the drag
force exerted by blood flow on the luminal surface. Shear
stress is of the order of a magnitude smaller than wall stress
and is widely believed to have a negligible influence on wall
stress and rupture. However, it may have a role in the early
development of an AAA through endothelial cell activation
and smooth muscle cell hypertrophy.23,24 Other relatively
minor forces on wall are the radial stress along the thickness
of the vessel wall and axial forces in the longitudinal direc-
tion of the vessel.
To be able to perform a comprehensive biomechanical
assessment, detailed information on aneurysm geometry
and hemodynamic forces acting on the aneurysm wall are
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thickness, strength, elastic properties, and distribution of
intraluminal thrombus (ILT), are also desirable.
Hemodynamic forces can be estimated for an individual
through the computational methods that will be detailed
subsequently. Although it is possible to measure some wall
properties noninvasively, ex vivo testing is required to
reliably determine these properties. These studies have
produced “acceptable” population mean values and appro-
priate constitutive theories (relationship between stress and
strain derived from experimental data) for wall thickness
and strength, thus making it possible to incorporate these
values in wall stress analysis computations for more realistic
predictions.
Patient-specific computational modelling requires the
individual’s AAA geometry, an appropriate mathematical
expression relating wall deformation in response to stress
(displacement), and a realistic prescription of load/stress
on the derived geometry. Finite element analysis is an
engineering method used to simulate stress distribution in
complex structures. It has been gradually developed for
biomechanical analysis of AAA.
Three-dimensional AAA geometry can be derived from
routine imaging data acquired from computed tomography
or magnetic resonance imaging scans (Fig 2, A-C). The
resultant geometry is meshed; that is, the AAA wall is
subdivided into tens of thousands of contiguous elements
that form a fine mesh. After specifying appropriate material
properties of the AAA wall and components, the AAA is
then ready for wall stress computation by using various
computational software solving for the displacement of the
entire AAA segment of interest. The end result is an aneu-
rysm-specific wall stress distribution.
METHODS
A systematic review of the literature was performed to
examine the utility of biomechanical analysis in AAA devel-
opment, progression, and rupture. Searches of Medline,
Medline-in-process and other nonindexed citations, and
Fig 1. Forces acting on the aortic wall.EMBASE were performed. Search terms and subject head-ings were aortic aneurysm, abdominal and contained the
keywords biomechanics, stress, strength, isotropy, anisotropy,
rupture, elasticity, stiffness, compliance, distensibility, thick-
Fig 2. A, Segmentation of lumen (red), thrombus (yellow), and
wall (blue). B, A three-dimensional rendering shows the abdomi-
nal aortic aneurysm lumen (red), thrombus (yellow), and wall
(blue). C, Wall stress map.ness, geometry, shape, symmetry, thrombus, calcified plaque,
romb
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ing published work in December 2008.
Results were restricted to English language publica-
tions. Letters, comments, and review articles were ex-
cluded. A manual abstract review of the identified refer-
ences was performed by the authors (A.M., R.H.). Pooling
of data was not performed due to the heterogeneity of
included studies. Data were presented according to their
relationship to wall stress and AAA development and rup-
ture.
RESULTS
The search strategy and manual cross-referencing of
included articles yielded 2410 titles. After the exclusion of
403 non-English language articles, 29 letters, and 201
review articles, a further 1695 articles were excluded by
manual review by the two authors, leaving 83 titles that
were reviewed and formed the basis of this article.
Computational wall stress calculation and compre-
hensive AAA morphology vs Laplace’s law and diameter.
The relationship between AAA diameter and rupture is
supported by evidence from experimental studies on the
basis of the law of Laplace and population-based
data.13,25,26 This relationship is only partially explained by
the law of Laplace. With it’s governing assumptions and the
fact it ignores complex geometry and other components
that may influence wall stress, such as the presence of ILT
and atherosclerotic plaques, Laplace’s law is suited best for
estimating wall stress in simple, thin-walled shapes.
Early wall stress models that considered the effect of
aneurysm morphology in estimating wall stress used simple
shapes. Evidence from several studies showed that theoretic
AAA models with the same diameter but different geome-
try had different wall stress, challenging the applicability of
Laplace’s law in AAA.27 Mower et al,28 and later Elger et
Table. Summary of publications on wall stress in acute an
First author Year AAA patients, No.
Fillinger38 2002 18 ruptured symptomatic P
30 asymptomatic
Fillinger41 2003 81 asymptomatic P
22 emergency
Venkatasubramaniam39 2004 15 intact P
12 ruptured
Raghavan111 2005 21 asymptomatic P
22 ruptured
Vande Geest109 2006 13 asymptomatic C
8 ruptured
Truijers40 2007 10 asymptomatic P
10 symptomatic
10 ruptured
Vande Geest92 2008 21 asymptomatic P
9 emergency
5 ruptured
Heng37 2008 40 asymptomatic P
30 acute
AAA, Abdominal aortic aneurysm; BP, blood pressure; ILT, intraluminal thal,29 corroborated Stringfellow’s findings on the impor-tance of shape and inaccuracy of Laplace’s law by using
more complex models.
Vorp et al30 were some of the first authors to use more
complex asymmetrical models, bringing the models closer
to resembling AAAs. They demonstrated the importance of
AAA shape on wall stress; in particular, that asymmetry had
an effect on wall stress similar in magnitude to diameter.
Asymmetric and shorter models of AAA had higher wall
stress, and the influence of altering geometry was augmented
by the use of more realistic constitutive models. Fillinger et
al31 similarly associated increased cross-sectional asymmetry
with rupture.32 Giannoglou et al33 showed correlation of
peak wall stress (PWS), which is the maximal stress on the
AAA surface, to AAA volume and centerline curvature. No
correlation was found with diameter.33 More recently, an
increase in tortuosity over time was associated with an
increased risk of rupture.34,35
Patient-specific rupture risk assessment. Compu-
tational methods for calculating AAA wall stress, such as
finite element analysis, have been used to predict rupture
risk. PWS was consistently higher in acute AAAs than in
asymptomatic AAAs.36,37 Several authors demonstrated
that PWS was higher in ruptured and symptomatic AAAs,
even whenmatched for diameter and blood pressure. At the
same time, Laplace’s law failed to discriminate between
symptomatic, ruptured, and electively repaired aneurysms
(Table).30,37-39
PWS did not occur at maximum diameter as would
have been predicted by the simplified Laplace equation.
Wall stress was significantly higher in ruptured small AAAs
than in intact AAAs of similar diameter.40 Fillinger et al41
demonstrated that wall stress was more specific and sensi-
tive than diameter in rupture prediction. More important,
elevation in wall stress could be detected sometime before
tured vs asymptomatic abdominal aortic aneurysms
Comment
all stress significantly higher in symptomatic and ruptured vs
ptomatic AAAs.
all stress significantly higher in ruptured and symptomatic AAAs.
all stress significantly higher in ruptured AAAs.
all stress significantly higher in ruptured AAAs even when
hed for diameter.
ted RPI from wall stress, strength, and ILT; wall stress higher in
ured AAA, but no statistical difference vs asymptomatic.
all stress significantly higher in ruptured AAAs (significance lost
BP normalized); no significant difference in diameter.
all stress in symptomatic and ruptured AAAs higher, significantly
when using an anisotropic material model.
all stress significantly higher in emergency than electively
ired AAAs; no significant difference in diameter.
us; RPI, rupture potential index.d rup
eak w
asym
eak w
eak w
eak w
matc
alcula
rupt
eak w
when
eak w
more
eak w
reparupture, allowing time for intervention.41
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wall stress,39-41 supporting the biomechanical principles of
rupture at areas where wall stress exceeds wall strength.
AAA wall thickness and material properties and risk
of rupture
Wall thickness. AAA wall thickness is altered as a
result of remodelling and influences the mechanical prop-
erties and response to stress, which in turn affects wall stress
distribution. Wall thickness is patient-specific and hetero-
geneous.42 The noninvasive measurement of aortic wall
thickness is constrained due to depth and the presence of
overlying bowel gas.43 Nevertheless, data from these stud-
ies demonstrated that vessel walls were thicker in patients
with diabetes, possibly explaining the reduced expansion
rate and negative association of diabetes with AAA.7,44,45
AAA wall thickness varies, tending to be thinner anterior-
ly.46 There is no significant relationship between AAA size
and wall thickness.47
Most experimental studies have demonstrated that
AAAs have thicker walls than normal aortas.48,49 In the
largest series to date, AAAs were 1.9 mm thick compared
with 1.5 mm for normal aortas.50 Although another study
found AAAs were thinner, the difference was not statisti-
cally significant. In addition, measurements were taken
from the anterior aortic wall, which tends to be the thin-
nest.46,51,52 Some have shown that ruptured AAA have
thicker but weaker walls as an adaptive mechanism of the
aortic wall to resist strain.48,53 Increasing thickness over
time as a result of remodelling was associated with a de-
crease in tensile strength.48,49,51,54-58
Decreasing wall thickness values in wall stress analysis
resulted in a significant increase in wall stress.29,35,39 With
lack of noninvasive patient-specific methods to accurately
determine wall thickness, most finite element models con-
sider a wall thickness of 1.5 to 2 mm as a limitation as well
as an acceptable compromise between practicality and
accuracy.
Wall strength. Aneurysm growth is associated with a
reduction in tensile strength as a consequence of progres-
sive elastin and collagen degradation and matrix metallo-
proteinase activation.59-62 Individual variability in strength
may hold the key to why some small AAAs rupture while
larger AAAs remain intact.63
Arterial and aortic wall weakens with age as a result of
degenerative age-related changes and degradation of elas-
tin,64 in part explaining the age-related increase in AAA
incidence. ILT is implicated in contributing to wall weak-
ening as a result of hypoxia-induced changes.55,65,66
Women were found to have weaker aortas.67 This may
explain themore rapid AAA expansion in women, who have
a threefold increase in rupture risk.17
Tensile strength currently can only be reliably mea-
sured by ex vivo testing.68,69 But some surrogate markers,
such as stiffness and compliance, can be determined non-
invasively and helped develop statistical models that corre-
late with tensile strength.48,65Tensile testing on normal and AAA tissue showed
marked intersubject and intrasubject variation in wall
strength.63 Failure strength of AAA was reduced by
50%.52,60 Ruptured AAAs were also weaker than elec-
tively repaired AAAs.48,49 Di Martino et al28 demonstrated
that AAA wall strength is not related to diameter and also
associated rupture with wall weakness, an increase in thick-
ness, and a decrease in stiffness.48
A statistical model developed by Vande Geest et al65
made estimation of wall strength distribution possible from
data obtained noninvasively, including age, sex, family his-
tory, diameter, smoking, and ILT thickness.
Compliance measures. B-mode ultrasound imaging
demonstrated that AAAs are stiffer than normal aorta. The
increase is independent of diameter or age and has been
attributed to a decrease in elastin.57,68 Lanne et al54 con-
firmed that AAA stiffness increased more dramatically than
the increase in stiffness seen with the aging normal aorta.
Others have also shown that normal arteries get stiffer with
age and that men had stiffer arteries, believed to be due an
increased collagen/elastin ratio.70-72
There continues to be conflicting data regarding stiffness
and relationship with AAA diameter. Some authors have re-
ported that stiffness increases with diameter,73 although oth-
ers have found no correlation and suggest that a reduction in
distensibility occurs early in the development of AAA.56,68,74
However, most agree that AAAs are stiffer than normal arter-
ies. Specifically, data from noninvasive and ex vivo testing
seem to confirm that an AAA is stiffer than adjacent normal
aorta in the same patient.42,56,57,68,74,75
Ex vivo testing showed that ruptured AAAs have lower
stiffness than electively repaired AAAs, contradicting earlier
evidence obtained by noninvasivemeans.48,76 Because stiff-
ness is directly related to strength, the increased compliance
exhibited in ruptured AAAs is seen as an indicator of failure
of the protective remodelling process (decompensation of
the initial adaptive stiffness as AAAs progress and rupture),
resulting in decreased stiffness, weakness, and rupture.77,78
The influence of ILT and calcified plaques on wall
stress. Most AAAs have ILT as a consequence of alteration
in blood flow.79 There is evidence that growth of ILT over
time may be a better predictor of rupture than diame-
ter.80-83 ILT results in a reduction in pressure transmission
to the aortic wall, suggesting a protective role.84 From a
biomechanical point of view, ILT is considered isotropic
(equal stiffness in different planes) and incompressible, with
nonlinear viscoelastic properties.82,85
Researchers initially believed that ILT had no signifi-
cant effect on wall stress.25,86 The inclusion of ILT resulted
in a reduction and redistribution of wall stress by about
one-third.24,29,87-90 This reduction persisted when differ-
ing wall constitutive models were used.91,92
Aortic wall calcifications may increase rupture risk as a
result of altering the overall compliance of the AAA wall.93
Including calcified deposits in the wall stress analysis leads
to an increase in wall stress values by up to 20%, with an
altered stress distribution particularly locally around the
calcifications that had high wall stress values.24,93 Others
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of wall calcifications to obtain accurate prediction.29,89
Towards more realistic and accurate models in finite
element analysis
Anisotropy. Anisotropy refers to the preferential stiff-
ness of the aortic wall in one plane as a result of the
heterogeneous composition of biologic structures. Al-
though earlier models assumed isotropic properties for the
aortic wall,26 data from preclinical studies supported the
anisotropic properties of aortic tissue.38,94 There is increas-
ing evidence for the anisotropic nature of AAA wall, with
significant implication for computational wall stress analy-
sis.92,95 Vande Geest demonstrated increasing anisotropy
in AAA. This group also demonstrated that anisotropy
increases with age, influenced by the alteration in elastin/
collagen ratio.51,95,96
Using an anisotropic model resulted in significantly
higher PWS. Anisotropic models were more sensitive to
geometric factors such as asymmetry and aneurysm
length.32,51,92
Mechanical response. The mechanical response of
the AAA wall counteracts the influence of stress by virtue of
the viscoelastic properties of the wall. A key property
of AAA wall that is included in wall stress computation is
the ability to withstand large strain before rupture occurs.57
The incompressible nature of vascular tissue had been
determined previously.97,98 He and Roach57 were the first
to demonstrate that aortic tissue behaves in a nonlinear
fashion and is able to sustain large strain before rupture.60
Working from the assumption that aortic tissue behaves in
a linear manner at certain pressures, several authors initially
used a linearized elasticity model for wall stress analy-
sis.24,27-29,53,66 This resulted in higher wall stress values
compared with more realistic nonlinear models, which also
resulted in a more even stress distribution.91
Raghavan et al measured PWS in AAA and nonaneu-
rysmal abdominal aorta using a nonlinear model devised
specifically for AAA based on earlier work by the same
group.30,35,52 They were able to define a constitutive
model that had acceptable correlation with experimental
properties derived from ex vivo work. Consequently, the
use of a populationmeanmay be an acceptable compromise
in computational wall stress analysis to obtaining reliable
patient-specific material properties in vivo, which until re-
cently was not possible.26,52,60
Effect of blood pressure on computational stress
calculation. Blood pressure is important in wall stress
calculation. Ideally, local aortic blood pressure should be
used for wall stress calculation, but this cannot be obtained
noninvasively yet, so most studies have used systemic blood
pressure.
To determine whether the extent of the differences in
wall stress between different patient groups studied is due
to the difference in blood pressure, some have controlled
this variable using a uniform blood pressure for all patients
studied. Despite normalization, PWS remained signifi-
cantly higher in the rupture group.38,39 Although increas-ing systolic blood pressure increased PWS, stress distribu-
tion remained unchanged. The obtained stress was well
below the failure strength of normal aorta even when the
highest systolic pressure was used.99
Using appropriate AAA geometry. Thus far, most
computations to obtain PWS apply systolic blood pressure
to AAA geometry obtained at a nonspecific point in the
cardiac cycle. Furthermore, AAA geometry is usually con-
sidered stress-free, contrary to what occurs in vivo, where
an AAA is constantly pressurized as a result of systemic
blood pressure. Applying systolic pressure to geometry that
may not be representative at that point of the cardiac cycle
and considering the pressurized or predeformed state as the
initial geometry for stress analysis could lead to discrepan-
cies. This is particularly pertinent where intraluminal pres-
sure is significant, as in hypertension.100,101
When cardiac-gated imaging, which captures AAA im-
ages in a specific point during the cardiac cycle, was used to
derive the initial AAA geometry for computations, a higher
PSW resulted.100,101 Lu et al102 contrasted those results,
which may have occurred because of a differing method of
deriving initial wall stress.
The effect of flow on wall stress. The effect of flow
on wall stress was not considered initially where wall stress
was computed by applying a uniform load on the derived
geometry. The pulsatile nature of blood flow in arterial
systems leads to a fluctuation in the interaction between
blood and the vessel wall. The flow pattern in AAA is
influenced by geometry.103 Nevertheless, the effects of
pressure variation during the cardiac cycle on AAA wall
stress distribution appear to be minimal.104
Wall stress computations that included the effect of
flow (fluid structure interaction), which requires more time
to perform, were compared with traditional methods of
wall stress calculation. This showed nearly identical results
in magnitude and distribution of stress, with similar influ-
ences of asymmetry, diameter, and thickness.103,105,106
When a nonuniform flow pressure was considered, PWS
was underestimated by traditional methods by 12% to
20%.30,107,108 In thesemodels, however, the effect of initial
wall stress was also included, which usually results in a more
complex geometry and an increase in surface curvatures
that will lead to an increase in wall stress.
Computational wall stress analysis as a clinical tool
Clinically oriented interpretation. Patient-specific
computational wall stress analysis led Fillinger et al38 to
notice that the wall stress in smaller AAAs that ruptured was
equivalent to larger AAAs that required repair according to
traditional diameter criteria. They proposed a method to
describe wall stress values and risk of rupture of AAAs
evaluated by the diameter of a typical AAA with similar wall
stress values.38 Others proposed a “rupture potential in-
dex.” This biomechanically derived index was calculated
from a ratio of wall stress/wall strength that was mathemat-
ically derived from noninvasive measures and was more
accurate than diameter alone in predicting rupture.109Wall stress computation reproducibility and auto-
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computations need to be less time- and labor-intensive and
must be reproducible. Breeuwer et all110 demonstrated the
potential for an error increased when manual segmentation
was used compared with automated and semi-automated
methods. Modifications of traditional methods, especially
semi-automation, addressed the issues above.40,41,38,111
Others found an acceptable intraobserver and interobserver
variation for PWS.37,112 The 99-percentile stress, which is
obtained by excluding 1% of nodes with the highest wall
stress, seemed to be less sensitive to interobserver variation
without significantly affecting the discriminatory power.112
DISCUSSION
AAA development and rupture are a result of the inter-
action of biologic and biomechanical alterations that lead
to remodelling and degradation of the extracellular matrix.
These changes result from the transduction of biomechani-
cal wall stress between cells and the extracellular ma-
trix.24,113,114
Patient-specific biomechanical profiling, although
more complex to obtain, appears to be more reliable than
current predictors of rupture, including diameter, morpho-
logic indices, or serummarkers.39,41,115 Wall stress analysis
was more sensitive and specific in predicting AAAs that
subsequently ruptured and identified AAAs that could be
safely observed. Furthermore, elevation in wall stress could
be detected before a rupture occurred, allowing time for
intervention.41
Assumptions about wall thickness and other material
properties will remain a limitation of finite element analysis
until in vivo measurements are possible through develop-
ments in imaging technology. ILT is present in most AAAs,
and ILT growth and volume have been related to AAA risk
of rupture.80 In addition, ILT is associated with wall weak-
ening, mainly through hypoxia-mediated weakness.55 The
presence of calcified plaques increases wall stress, but no
clear relationship with volume or shape of the calcified
deposit has been demonstrated.24,93
Remodelling alters the orientation and composition of
AAA wall constituents. As a result, AAA tissue is signifi-
cantly weaker than the normal aorta.48,52 AAA stiffness
appears to initially increase as a result of the compensatory
remodelling process. As this adaptive process starts to de-
compensate, stiffness decreases and compliance increases,
as seen in AAA that went on to rupture.78
To increase the clinical applicability of patient-specific
wall stress analysis, efforts are underway to reduce the labor
and time requirements and to improve reproducibility and
sensitivity as well as the development of clinically oriented
reporting.37,38,109,112
CONCLUSION
There is increasing evidence to support the use of
patient-specific biomechanical profiling in AAA develop-
ment and rupture. Despite limitations, rapid technologic
and methodologic advances have given biomechanical pro-
filing the potential to be a valuable aid in patient-specificrisk assessment and decisionmaking fit for the 21st century.
Validation of patient-specific biomechanical profiles has yet
to occur in large population-based studies. Several authors,
including Fillinger, are leading the way by conducting
multicenter studies to further define the role of wall stress in
predicting AAA rupture. This is particularly pertinent at
present with the launch of AAA screening programs that
have led to an increase in the detection of small aneurysms.
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